
MATCH REPORT 
Hornsby U/11 0.1.1 vs Pittwater 6.5.41 
ROUND 12 21/07/19 
VENUENAME Pittwater High School 

 
Report Content  

The under 11’s round 12 game against Pittwater Tigers was on Sunday at Narrabeen High. Coming off a narrow loss 
the boy’s confidence was up prior to the game and a good midweek training session after a couple of weeks off due 
to school holidays. The 1st quarter the boys were thumped with the Tigers kicking 5 goals in the 1st quarter. Jack 
English, Jack C and Joel competed well in the middle. Linden performed really well in the back line with Damon and 
Ben stopped the bleeding in the 2nd quarter to on allow 1 goal to the tigers, unfortunately we couldn’t quite hit the 
scoreboard with our dominance in possession in the 3rd quarter with William taking a couple of marks and crunching 
tackles and Oliver tackling hard up front. 

 

Jack C and Perrys tackling in the 2nd and 3rd quarter was sensational with Sandy and felix pressuring the opposition 
into making mistakes. The boys were a bit outclassed in the 3rd quarter however Damon, Bailey, Joel and Jack English 
efforts were terrific. Will continued in the ruck in the 2nd half against the tallest kid in the comp, Jack C performed a 
tagging role on a very good player and stopped him for the 2nd half. Jack English ran wild off the half back line due to 
the assistance from Linden providing important spoils and repels out of defence. Sandy and Charlie continued to 
threaten up front whilst Tommy made some runs down the wing to propel the boys into attack. Jude and Felix 
assisted the Eagles with evening up the possessions around the ground. Joel continued with Damon to fight for the 
ball and assist Jack English in putting the eagles into a position of dominance in the last quarter. Bailey stopped the 
Tigers from scoring in the 2nd half with a couple of superb smothers in defence and marking on half back. 

Overall the performance was fantastic considering we didn’t have our two biggest players in Lachie and Brody, we 
also missed Lucas with his kicking for goal. The Tigers haven’t lost a game in div 2 so to hold them from scoring any 
goals in the 2nd half was enormous. Well done boys! 

 

Best: 

Will, Jack English, Joel, Damon and Oliver picked up the votes. The player of the match had a fantastic game playing 
in the ruck and competed all day was Will Hilliard, a 2nd award was also given to Oliver Prees with his determination 
to win the footy. Well done Will and Oliver. 

 

    
    

Report by:   Matt Castles Coach 

 


